SOUTH AFRICAN PONY CLUB

Lorinery Achievement Badge
WORKBOOK

Objectives:











Additional reading:

To know why riders do bit their ponies
To have knowledge of what the rider’s objective is
Pre- bitting considerations: conformation of the mouth, stable
management, rider’s ability and pony’s history
To have basic equine dental knowledge & varying types of conformation
Bitting basics: 7 control points, families of bits, the action of bits
Noseband & martingales: know their action and influence on bitting
Bitting manufacture: a very basic knowledge of the different materials
that bits are made of
Bridles: the correct assembly of snaffle and curb bits
The role of the rider

Pony Club Manual No. 2
The Manual of Horsemanship; chapter 27, pages 294 – 316
The additional reading contains more information than is required for the badge, but it provides
good background knowledge.

NAME
BRANCH

Why do we bit?
Firstly, perhaps we need to look at what a bit is. Wikipedia gives the following explanation: “A bit is a type of
horse tack used in equestrian activities, usually made of metal or a synthetic material, and is placed in the mouth
of a horse or other equid and assists a rider in communicating with the animal. It rests on the bars of the mouth in
an interdental region where there are no teeth. It is held on a horse's head by means of a bridle and has reins
attached for use by a rider.”
There are a number of reasons why we use bits, they include:





Giving direction
Controlling speed
Performance of the horse
Communication between the horse and rider

The most important thing about bits, is knowing what not
to use them for. The bit is only part of a larger scenario:
riders should be using their seat and legs to direct the
horse, and the information from the bit shouldn’t
outweigh the information from your body.
People who rely on bits to create the ride are often
novices who don't understand communication between
horse and rider.
Commands should be given with only the quietest
movements of the hands, and most steering is done with
the legs and seat. So, instead of pulling or jerking the
horse's head to change direction by force, a skilled rider
indicates the desired direction by tightening and loosening the grip on the reins.
The calf of the leg is used to push the body of the horse in a certain direction while the other one is used as a
pivot and to provide the correct amount of impulsion required to keep the horse moving. Likewise, when slowing
or stopping, a rider sits deeper in the saddle and closes their hands on the reins, avoiding jerking on the horse or
hauling back on the reins in a "heavy-handed" fashion. Change of position of the seat and the pressure of the
rider's seat bones are also extremely useful for turning, speeding up and slowing down.

Bits are designed to work by pressure, not pain
Pre-bitting considerations
When determining what type of bit should be used on your horse you should consider:




Whether you will be riding English or Western
Will you be competing? If yes, then what specific discipline/s will you be competing in
What your riding skill level is
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How your horse has been trained and the age of the horse. Remember that when a horse is young
and/or inexperienced, they are still working on their balance. This might cause them to hang on the bit
initially, or to not instantly respond to the rider’s aid. The mouth may seem insensitive – this could very
well be because the horse is as yet incapable of responding
The shape of your horse's mouth
The conformation of your horse: does he have a very long neck? Is the neck short and very muscled?
Does your horse have a very thick tongue?
What was he ridden in before?

The teeth
Since most of the action of any bit is about pressure – inside the mouth – it is important that we look at the
horses teeth. Teeth do need regular attention - at least once per year - by a fully qualified Equine Dentist or Vet.

What are wolf teeth?
Wolf teeth are small, often pointed, teeth that grow
just forward of the horse's molars. They sometimes
need to be removed so the horse is more comfortable
carrying the bit. Wolf teeth can also become ulcerated,
or infected. They are not the same as tushes or canine
teeth that are sometimes seen growing about midway
along the bars of the horse's mouth - the gap between
the front incisors and molars.

Mouth conformation
Mouth conformation is assessed when the horse is
relaxed and with his mouth shut. Gently part the lips at the side and observe if the tongue is bulging through the
teeth. If it is this indicates that the tongue is large – this is the most common form of mouth discomfort if it is not
accommodated with the correct design of mouthpiece.
The outer edges of the tongue are far more sensitive than the centre and obviously these parts of the tongue are
going to experience increased pressure - especially with the single jointed bit. See if you can check out the room
between the tongue and the roof of the mouth. Slip a finger in through the bars and feel how much (if any) space
there is. This should be done initially without the bit in.
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To check the bars of the mouth, use the ball of the finger or thumb and exert even pressure on both sides.
Obviously if the horse flinches or throws his head up this is an indication of over-sensitivity.
Mouth conformation varies enormously between breeds. For instance the Thoroughbreds generally have "easy"
mouth conformation; the tongue tends to lie neatly on the floor of the mouth with plenty of room between the
tongue and the roof of the mouth (palate).However they can be thin skinned over angular bars. The Irish Draught
Cross and the Dutch Warmblood are renowned for having a particularly large tongue and thus everything is
nearer the palate. Arabs and Connemaras also usually have very little room for a bit - the tongue is not always
larger but the palate is generally lower even if they have not got the dished head. This usually means that a single
jointed bit with a nutcracker action will not be suitable.

Design of a bit
All bits are made up of 2 parts:
1. Mouthpiece – goes inside the mouth
2. Sidepiece (rings or shanks) – these are outside the mouth. They are attached to the bridle and reins

The sidepieces have a great impact on the severity of the mouthpiece. The sidepieces and the leverage of the
rings or shanks used that act on a horse’s mouth, determines which family of bit they belong to.

Types of mouthpieces
The mouthpiece rests on the gums or the bars of the mouth. They sit behind the front incisor and in front of the
back molars.
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Single jointed

Double jointed

Mullen (straight bar)

Ported (arched centre)

The mouthpiece can be smooth, roughened or twisted.
The thinner the mouthpiece, the more severe the bit is. The wider mouthpiece has a larger contact area and so
lessens the amount of pressure on the horse’s mouth. As an example of this: imagine you were on a golf course
wearing a pair of high heels (sorry boys, really stretch your imagination here!) Think of the big holes that would
be left in the green. Then put on a pair of takkies – there would be no holes as there would be more equal
pressure over a bigger area.

Bit materials






Stainless steel is the most popular material used today. It is strong and easy to clean, but can make the
horse dry mouthed
Sweet Iron (better known as wrought iron). These bits rust easily. This type of material makes the horse
mouth the bit well but the rust tends to show on the face of the horse. Also difficult to clean
Copper Alloys and aurigan are incorporated into some bits to encourage salivation in the mouth of the
horse, which encourages a softer mouth and more relaxed jaw. They quickly responds to temperature
changes
Less expensive metals such as nickel are also used. Bits also can be made of other materials such as
rubber or plastic, sometimes in combination with metals
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Fitting the bit
The length
A bit should fit your horse’s mouth so that the mouthpiece extends approximately 0.6 cm beyond the horse’s lips
on either side, but not so tight that the horse might be pinched by any movable cheek pieces. You also don’t
want a great length of bit hanging out of the horse’s mouth. The different parts of the mouthpieces on bits are
made to sit on specific areas of the mouth. So for the bit to be effective, the bit needs to contact those areas
properly. You also don’t want the bit pulling through the horse’s mouth when you pull on a rein.
There are a few ways to measure for the correct width.






Measure an old bit you know already fits. Use a tape measure to measure
from the inside of each cheek piece or ring
Use a piece of string about 30cm long. Tie a knot about 5cm in. Put it
through your horse’s mouth, with the knot against the lips on one side.
Mark the opposite side with a marker or little piece of tape
Put a sewing tape measure through your horse’s mouth—the flexible cloth or plastic kind
Use callipers. Adjust one arm of the calliper on either side of the horse’s mouth and then lay them down
and measure the distance between the two arms of the calliper. Buying a pair of callipers for a one time
measuring job is expensive, so do this only if you have some available

The thickness
On a bit, the diameter is measured at the widest part near the bit ring. 16mm and 18mm are the most popular
thicknesses for a Snaffle.
Remember that the thinner the bit, the more severe it will be. At the same time, if your horse doesn’t have
enough space, a thick bit could be very uncomfortable.

The pressure on the tongue
Remember that many bits apply pressure to the tongue, so the tongue must be allowed to lie comfortably below
the mouthpiece. To check, put the bit in the mouth (don’t do up the noseband) and then slide your finger in
between the bit and the roof of the mouth.

The 7 points of control
Bits work by exerting pressure and using leverage. There are 7 areas that bits are designed to affect:
1. The poll
2. The nose
3. The chin groove
Within the mouth
4.
5.
6.
7.

The lips and corners of the mouth
Lower and upper bars
The roof of the mouth
The tongue
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Families of bits and their actions

BIT FAMILY
Action

SNAFFLE
Direct pressure without
leverage. Acts on the bars,
tongue and sometimes the roof
of the mouth

CURB

PELHAM

Leverage that applies
pressure to the poll, chin
groove and mouth

Combines both direct pressure
and leverage. Acts on the parts
of the mouth, the poll and the
chin groove

Considered a milder bit
Mouthpiece

Commonly single jointed or
mullen (straight)

Mostly solid without joints,
straight bar with a slight arch

Jointed, mullen (straight) or
ported (curved)

Sidepieces

Mostly rings

Shanks

Shanks & rings

Single rein

Four reins or rein connectors
are generally used

Reins
Single rein
normally used

Must have a curb chain or
curb strap
Examples






Loose ringed snaffle
D Ring snaffle
Eggbutt snaffle
French link snaffle
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Weymouth (as used in
double bridles)






Pelham
Kimblewick
Gag
Chifney anti-rearing (for
leading only)
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Snaffles
When correctly fitted, snaffles operate by exerting pressure on the bars of the horse's mouth, his gums, across
the portion of the mouth where the bit rests and on the corners of his lips. You can see this working to some
extent if you stand alongside a horse's head while his rider gives rein aids.
Inside the horse's mouth, the snaffle also puts pressure on the horse's tongue. How much pressure depends on
the kind of snaffle used.
Overall, the effect is to bring the horse's head up and in, helping you to regulate his pace, steer and stop him.
Whatever bit you use, however, your body and legs should be doing most of the work of controlling the horse.

Unjointed Rubber Snaffle
This is the mildest type of snaffle and is good for young or very sensitive horses that are
nervous of bits. The rubber or hardened rubber (vulcanite) has a metal core for safety.

The action of the loose ring snaffle
The most popular bit. The loose ring has much more movement and play than a
fixed butt or cheek. It discourages fixing, blocking and leaning and encourages
mouthing. It allows the mouthpiece more movement so that it may follow the
angle of the tongue because the angle of the poll and the horse’s overall outline
changes through different work.

The action of the Eggbutt snaffle
This is a fixed cheek. Everything remains stiller in the mouth and if a horse is lacking
in the confidence to stretch into the contact this may prove extremely beneficial.

The action of the D ring snaffle
This would fall under the category of a fixed cheek - it also helps with the turning.
The racing D is worn bigger in order to prohibit the bit rings being pulled through the
mouth. The D Ring is ideal for children or novice riders who are not always aware of
the potential hazard of the full cheek. Fixed cheeks are fitted more snugly than a
loose ring and this also reduces friction back and forth across the mouth.

Twisted Snaffle

This is a strong bit because the twisted mouthpiece is severe in action. It should only be
used in expert hands and on a horse with a hard mouth. It can either have loose rings or
fixed ones.
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Pelhams
The action of the pelham
The Pelham is a compromise between the Bradoon and Weymouth (Double Bridle). The
purist would decree that it should always be ridden on two reins but if you take this to
the nth degree the pelham should never be used anyway as you cannot totally
differentiate. However, what is the ideal and what is practical do not always coincide and
the proof of the pudding is in the eating. The fact remains that the pelham has been used
successfully with one rein (employing roundings/rein connectors) over many years. Children and novice riders
would have great difficulty riding with two reins (too much knitting may prove hazardous!!!). The Pelham exerts
pressure on the poll, the curb groove and the mouth. It is used extensively and is available in a variety of
mouthpieces.

The action of the Gag (Dutch gag)
Technically the gag is a snaffle with the addition of leverage action on the poll. This is a
strong bit, good for horses which pull. Two reins would be added to allow for more
subtle use.
The Dutch gag, pictured above, is very popular for competition, and allows for a snaffle, pelham or curb action
depending on the rein positions.
Gag bits are very useful, but if used incorrectly can be extremely dangerous and painful for the horse.

Chifney anti-rearing bit (for leading horses)
This is a circular-shaped bit with three rings and a port or straight mouth piece used when
leading horses. The port or straight piece goes inside the mouth, and the circular part lies
under the jaw. The bit is attached to separate head piece or the head collar and the lead is
clipped onto the bit and headcollar to limit the severity.

Resistance to the bit
What are some of the signs that a horse is resisting the bit?










Bit chomping and open mouth
Running away
Head tossing
Leaning against the hand
High headedness
Tightness in the poll and jaw
Staying behind the bit
Hanging his tongue out
Lack of lateral suppleness
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Reasons for resisting:







Lack of balance and training
Condition of the teeth
Pain and fear of the bit
Insensitive mouth
Conformation
Temperament of the horse

Other equipment used with the bit
Nosebands
The cavesson noseband
This fits around the nose, above the bit. If riding with a double bridle or Pelham – you have to use this noseband!

The drop noseband
The drop noseband is fastened below the bit. It exerts pressure on the nose so that the horse cannot open his
jaw too wide; draw his tongue back, or cross his jaw. This is useful for stronger horses.

The grackle (or crossed) noseband
This is for the same purpose as the drop (so that the horse cannot open his jaw too wide, draw his tongue back,
or cross his jaw) but it acts over a wider area so it’s more effective in preventing the horse from crossing his jaw.
Popular with eventers.

The kineton noseband
This noseband has no back strap to prevent free movement of the horses’ jaw, but when it is correctly adjusted
the effect is that the pull from the reins, instead of being only on to the bit, is partially or wholly transferred to
the front of the nose. This is often effective on a hard puller. Used with a snaffle bit.

The flash noseband
This is a cavesson noseband, but it has an additional lower strap around the bit. It prevents the horse from
opening their mouth too wide or crossing the jaw.
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Martingales
Standing martingale
A standing martingale is fitted to the girth at one end, and a cavesson noseband at the
other. Its purpose is to prevent the horse raising its head beyond the angle of control, and
to prevent the horse from hitting you in the face with its head.

Running martingale
A running martingale is fitted to the girth at one end, and then separated into 2 which fit
onto each rein with a ring. It provides a regulating influence on a horse which carries its head too high. It should
be correctly fitted so that it only works when the horse lifts its head up beyond the angle of control. If it is too
short, it will cause constant pressure on the bars of the mouth, causing the sensitive mouth to become hardened.

Irish martingale
This consists of 2 rings connected by a strap approximately 10cm long. It keeps
the reins in place and prevents them from going over the horses head.
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Activities / self assessment / practice
Name the teeth / parts of the mouth

Label this diagram with 4 points of control that a bit has

What family of bit does this bit fall into? Explain your answer.
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Name the nosebands and martingales on the horses in the
drawings.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Which of the following two bits has a milder mouthpiece? Explain your answer
 Pelham with a rubber mullen mouth
 A thin snaffle with a slow twist

What bit does your horse wear? Why do you use it? Draw a picture of it.
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Name the following bits (or the family they belong to) and briefly describe which of the 7 control points they are
meant to affect (there may be more than 1 control point)
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